• Applications of imaging spectrometry include planetary exploration, defense, and bio-medicine.
Motivation
• To achieve broadband operation, state-of-the-art imaging spectrometers use multi-blaze gratings Grating split into two or more areas having different sawtooth blaze angles 
Causes undesirable wavelength-dependent apodization effects

Structured-Groove Grating Design
• Represent groove as piecewise flat pixels and specify set of efficiency targets at different wavelengths for the desired diffraction orders
• Developed spectral version of "optimal rotation angle" (ORA) algorithm to iteratively optimize groove shape ORA originally developed for designing fan-out kinoforms J. Bengtsson, "Design of fan-out kinoforms in the entire scalar diffraction regime with an optimal-rotation-angle method", Appl. Opt., Vol. 36, No. 32, 8453-8444 (1997) . J. Bengtsson, "Kinoforms designed to produce different fan-out patterns for two wavelengths", Appl. Opt. Vol. 37, No. 11, 2011 -2020 (1998 . 
